FOUNDATIONS
CDW NONPROFIT
ADVANCING YOUR MISSION
The Right Partner Can Turn Challenges into Opportunities
Foundations are growing at a rapid pace in the nonprofit sector. In the U.S. alone there more
than 86,000 foundations, with more than $715 billion in assets and over $54 billion in giving.1
CDW Nonprofit recognizes that this rapid growth, combined with today’s swift pace of
technology changes, presents unique challenges.

• 20 dedicated
nonprofit specialists
• More than 1,400
vendor partnerships
and 100,000 brands
• Largest technology
reseller in North America
• Partnerships with vendors
that offer special or
discounted pricing to
nonprofit organizations
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Advance Your Mission with the Right IT Solutions
CDW Nonprofit’s account managers have extensive expertise supporting nonprofit foundations,
so you can be confident that we will identify the right technology solutions to address your unique
needs. From mobile technology, security solutions, the cloud and data center optimization, as well
as IT training and support — you can count on CDW Nonprofit for technology you can trust!
No matter how limited your resources are or how great your IT challenge may be, we have
the solutions you need to enhance your IT infrastructure. We also partner with vendors that
offer special or discounted pricing to nonprofit organizations, so you can keep your costs low,
increase efficiencies and remain focused on your foundation’s mission.

Ready to learn more? Contact a CDW Nonprofit account manager,
call 888.294.4239, email nonprofit@CDW.com or visit
CDW.com/nonprofit for further information.
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The Foundation Center, “Key Facts on U.S. Foundations 2014 Edition”
The Foundation Center, “Foundations Today Tutorial”
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• 60 dedicated nonprofit
account managers

CDW Nonprofit is focused on helping private,
exempt and grant-making foundations advance
their mission with specialized industry expertise,
shared best practices from over 9,000 nonprofit
customers and access to a broad range of costsaving IT solutions. Our dedicated nonprofit
account team can help your staff make informed
IT decisions, perform assessments and create
a technology strategy that will keep your
foundation focused on its mission.
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• 9,000+ nonprofit
organizations served
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At CDW Nonprofit, we can provide the technology guidance you need — including access to
like-minded organizations — so you can make the right IT decisions for your foundation, at a
pace that works for your staff and volunteers.
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The importance of
foundation growth lies
in its promise for the
future. The larger the
foundation world, the
greater the resources
that will be available to
the nonprofit sector.2

Our knowledge of the complex nonprofit landscape, as well as the individual technology needs
of each type of foundation — independent, operating, community or corporate — can help your
foundation better support its charitable activities and serve the common good. Networking and
collaboration can streamline grant management activities, while data analytics can provide donors
with more visibility into how and where their donations are being utilized. Finally, we know that
maintaining the security of your foundation’s sensitive data is paramount to protecting your
reputation and retaining the trust of your constituents.

